
The Sequential One 

S110 Skull  

 

 

 
   

MCT Watches presents the Sequential One – S110 Skull, a 10-piece limited series that 

stages a dance of death in celebration of life. 

Like a playful, off-beat pirate’s flag, the skull takes pride of place at the centre of this model, 

framed by a cushion-shaped case. Meticulously carved out of ultra-thin aluminium, the skull 

remains light enough to accompany the hour-change ballet, successively revealing one of 

the brand’s four iconic rotating modules. As a static counterpoint to this revolving skull, the 

crossed bridge arms subtly evoke the crossbones inseparably associated with this universal 

symbol. The Sequential One – S110 Skull is available in four versions: yellow, green or 

aluminium colour accents enliven the skull, the crossed bridges, the hands and the hour-

markers, as well as the strap on the three first variations. The all-black interpretation features 

an all-embracing Super-LumiNova treatment on the skull and hour-markers: a first for MCT 

Watches. 

Virile, stripped down to essentials, infused with raw strength and more intense than ever, the 

Sequential One – S110 Skull celebrates its owner’s deeply cherished independence and 

insolent freedom. 

 

This limited edition will be unveiled today with the opening of the “Salón Internacional Alta 

Relojería 2016” in Mexico, birthplace of the famous "Festival of Skulls" (calaveras) tradition. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Super-LumiNova in the dark   
 
 
 
SEQUENTIAL ONE – S110 SKULL  
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 

 

REFERENCE     SQ 45 S110 AB SKULL 

FUNCTION     Sequential indication of the hour on prisms 

     Minutes’ indication on 270° sector  

  

MOVEMENT      MCT-S1.0 hand-winding movement, developed and assembled by MCT 

    Composed of 471 pieces  

     Bridges hand-chamfered and adorned with “Côtes de Genève”  
     Patented system for accumulation of energy 

     Frequency 18,000 A/h (2.5Hz)  

     Traditional Breguet terminal curve 

     Power reserve of 50 hours  

     81 Rubies 

CASE    45.00mm, x 45.00mm, H 15.50mm in centre and 6 mm on the edges  

    Crafted from Titanium Grade 5, DLC coated composed of 50 components 

    Front cambered crystal made of sapphire with double anti-reflective coating 

    Rear crystal made of sapphire with anti-reflective coating on the inside side 

    Middle crystal made of sapphire 

DIAL    Minutes: indication of a rotated dial in aluminum, covered with Super-LumiNova 

Hours: made of 4 modules composed of 5 triangular prisms each                                                                

Skull: covered with Super-LumiNova 

STRAP     Alligator inner leather, handed stitched, triple deployment clasp, in steel 

  

WATER RESISTANCE     30 metres/ 3 ATM 

GENERAL WARRANTY    3 years 

 

LIMITED EDITION     available in various colors 
   

    
 




